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Quantification and improvement of safety is one of the most important objectives among
the General Aviation community. In recent years, machine learning techniques have emerged
as an important enabler in the data-driven safety enhancement of aviation operations with
a number of techniques being applied to flight data to identify and isolate anomalous (and
potentially unsafe) operations. Energy-based metrics provide measurable indications of the
energy state of the aircraft and can be viewed as an objective currency to evaluate various
safety-critical conditions across a heterogeneous fleet of aircraft and operations. In this paper,
a novel method of identifying instantaneous anomalies for retrospective safety analysis in
General Aviation using energy-based metrics is proposed. Each flight data record is processed
by a sliding window across the multi-variate time series of evaluated metrics. A Gaussian
Mixture Model using energy metrics and their variability within each window is fit in order
to predict the probability of any instant during the flight being nominal. Instances during
flights that deviate from the nominal are isolated to identify potential increased levels of risk.
The identified anomalies are compared with traditional methods of safety assessment such as
exceedance detection to highlight the benefits of the developed method. The methodology is
demonstrated using flight data records from two representative aircraft for critical phases of
flight.
Nomenclature
h = Altitude Above Touchdown or Takeoff (m)
V = Velocity (m/s)
g = Acceleration due to gravity (m/s2)
ÛV = Acceleration (m/s2)
T = Thrust (Newton)
D = Drag (Newton)
W = Weight of the aircraft (Newton)
γ = Flight path angle (degree)
hre f = Altitude for Reference Profile for Phase of Flight (m)
Vre f = Velocity for Reference Profile for Phase of Flight (m/s)
γre f = Flight Path Angle for Reference Profile for Phase of Flight (m)
Tmax = Maximum Thrust Available (Newton)
Tidle = Idle Thrust (Newton)
I. Introduction
Aviation is statistically one of the safest modes of transportation within the US [1] and with a steadily improving
safety record over the past few decades [2]. While the overall safety record in aviation has improved, despite the best
efforts of regulators and safety practitioners, General Aviation (GA) safety continues to lag behind commercial aviation.
A majority of accidents that occur in aviation are in the GA domain according to the National Transportation Safety
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Board (NTSB) [1] statistics. Therefore, improving GA safety has been among the top priorities for various regulatory
bodies in recent years [3]. According to the Federal Aviation Administration (FAA), the demand for air travel and traffic
is predicted to grow steadily over the next two decades at a rate of approximately 1.8% annually [4]. Commercial
operations are expected to double and GA operations are also expected to gain a much-needed revitalization in the
coming years with the advent of urban air mobility and other novel concepts. With such a large increase in expected
operations, there is an ever-increasing demand for improving safety of all aviation operations, especially GA.
In the past, accidents have been the primary triggers for identifying problems and developing mitigation strategies [5].
However, the industry has moved towards a more proactive approach to safety enhancement in which potential unsafe
events are identified beforehand and mitigation strategies are implemented in order to prevent accidents. The FAA
have implemented various safety improvement programs such as the Flight Operational Quality Assurance (FOQA) [6],
Aviation Safety Action Program (ASAP) and others. Aviation Safety Information Analysis and Sharing (ASIAS) [7] is a
system which aims to connect a number of such safety databases in order to facilitate integrated queries across multiple
databases. While many of these and other programs initially started for commercial operations where more data is
available, recently, they have trickled into GA as well. Specifically within GA, the General Aviation Joint Steering
Committee (GAJSC) is a government and industry group that analyzes GA safety data to develop intervention strategies
to prevent or mitigate problems associated with accident causes, called Safety Enhancements (SE) [8].
The most common and widespread programs in existence for quantitative safety assessment are Flight Operational
Quality Assurance (FOQA) [6] or Flight Data Monitoring (FDM) [9]. It is defined as: “The systematic proactive use
of digital flight data from routine operations to improve aviation safety within a non-punitive and just safety culture".
Retrospective analysis of flight data in FOQA programs is one of the most important enablers for quantitative safety
assessment. FOQA programs aim to improve operational safety with a continuous cycle involving data collection from
on-board recorders, retrospective analysis of flight data records, identification of operational safety exceedances, design
and implementation of corrective measures, and monitoring to assess their effectiveness. Implementation of FOQA is
widespread in commercial aviation, and although it is sparse among GA operators, recent and current efforts seek its
introduction and broad adoption in GA [10].
Exceedance detection is the most common method of analysis using flight data. An exceedance is the deviation of a
single parameter beyond an established threshold. An event is defined by one or more parameter exceedances that take
place concurrently over a specified period of time. The current practice performs well on known safety issues but is
blind to safety-critical conditions that may be captured by flight data records but not included in the set of predefined
safety events. Additionally, the events defined in exceedance detection are ‘static’ in that they do not take into account
the information that might be available in a wealth of recorded flight data. With the availability of flight data and
advanced computing power, data mining and machine learning techniques for safety analysis, incident examination, and
fault detection have garnered increased interest in the aviation community.
While the accident rates for GA flight operations are higher than those in commercial aviation, it is noted that GA
contains a heterogeneous fleet and operations. This includes single and multi-engine piston, turboprop, turbojet powered
aircraft as well as helicopters and experimental aircraft. However, accident and incident rates and number of active
aircraft are not uniform across all the aircraft classes within GA. Historically single-engine piston aircraft make up a
significant proportion of the entire fleet and the number of accidents and fatalities [11]. Therefore, it is of particular
interest to examine operations of this class of aircraft within GA.
These aircraft typically belong to the normal category under the FAA airplane certification categories (14
CFR §23.2005 [12]) which applies to airplanes with a passenger-seating configuration of 19 or less and a maximum
certificated takeoff weight of 19,000 pounds or less. In this category, airplanes within level 1 (maximum seating
configuration of 0 to 1 passengers) and level 2 (maximum seating configuration of 2 to 6 passengers) of airplane
certification levels are of particular interest.∗
More exhaustively, the following important points distinguish the category of aircraft and operations that are the
focus of this paper:
1) Smaller sized aircraft
2) Less weather-tolerant aircraft
3) Limited or no flight data recording capability
4) Highly variable and heterogeneous mission profiles
5) Variability in pilot certificate and experience level (number of hours flown)
6) Greater variety of airports of operations
∗It is worth noting that the recent rewrite to 14 CFR §23 has changed the aircraft categories and broke it out into six airplane certification levels
and two airplane performance levels. The reader is directed to reference [12] for more details.
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7) Operations mostly under Visual Flight Rules (VFR)
All of these factors present important challenges for improving safety of GA operations. Therefore, existing mature
methods from commercial operations need to be tailored to GA operations or entirely new methods for analysis of GA
data need to be developed. The rest of the paper is organized as follows – Section II contains a review of relevant past
work related to the identification of anomalies from flight data and the research objective for the current work. Section III
presents the details of the methodology developed for identifying instantaneous anomalies. Section IV contains the
results obtained from the application of this methodology on a set of real flight data from GA operations from two
representative single-engine aircraft and the comparison of these results to traditional exceedance detection techniques.
Section V provides the conclusions and recommendations from this body of work and outlines avenues for future work.
II. Background and Research Objective
Previous applications of data mining in the aviation safety domain have primarily treated it as an anomaly detection
problem with data objects as multivariate time series [13–15]. In the data mining community, anomaly detection is
defined as the “task of obtaining patterns in data that do not conform to a well defined notion of normal behavior" [16].
The exact notion of anomaly is different for different application domains. In the aviation safety domain, two main
types of in-flight anomalies are of interest to the safety analyst – instantaneous and flight-level. In addition to these,
various pre-flight checks are also typically conducted to find system faults or anomalies prior to takeoff. Instantaneous
anomalies refer to those anomalies where only an instant or small part of the flight record is abnormal. Flight level
anomalies refer to those flights which exhibit abnormal data patterns over an entire flight or phase of flight. While
both types of anomalies are important and offer different insight into the problem, the main focus of this paper is
identification of instantaneous anomalies in GA flight data. Within each type of anomaly, three types of techniques are
observed – supervised, semi-supervised, and unsupervised techniques. Supervised techniques rely on a labeled training
set consisting of typical system behaviors as well as anomalous behaviors to train algorithms which can then be used on
new flight data. Semi-supervised techniques only require a set of training data that contains mostly nominal behaviors.
Finally, unsupervised techniques operate under the assumption that the given data set may contain anomalous as well as
normal operations in any proportion.
A. Previous Work
The main objective of anomaly detection techniques is to detect abnormal flights within routine flight data without
any prior knowledge of safety events (unsupervised or semi-supervised). They involve the use of various machine
learning algorithms (clustering, classification etc.) on flight data or accident data to identify emerging risks. Typically,
the data obtained from flights is pre-processed to generate features that can be used in the algorithms. These features are
generated from the recorded parameters using the temporal nature of the data. Anomalous flights obtained (sometimes
as ordered lists based on their ‘anomalousness’) are then further analyzed by subject matter experts. Gavrilovski et
al. [17] have provided a comprehensive survey of data-mining and anomaly detection techniques applied to flight data.
Some of the seminal work in the application of anomaly detection techniques to flight data is summarized here.
There have been several applications of data mining techniques to aviation data focusing on flight level anomalies.
Das et. al. [13] have developed Multiple Kernel Anomaly Detection (MKAD) which applies a one-class support vector
machine for flight level anomaly detection. MKAD identifies flight level anomalies well in heterogeneous data but is not
built to identify instantaneous anomalies. Matthews et al. [14] have discussed and summarized the aviation knowledge
discovery pipeline using various algorithms and attempted to combine the strengths of different approaches. Li et
al. [15] have implemented ClusterAD-Flight, which uses cluster based anomaly detection on pre-processed flight data
parameters to identify flight level anomalies.
Typically techniques that are used to identify instantaneous anomalies are different than those used to identify
flight-level anomalies. Supervised learning methods such as Inductive Monitoring System [18] (IMS) rely on a training
set consisting of typical system behaviors which is compared with real-time data to detect anomalies. Each point is
monitored standalone and therefore, the temporal aspect of anomalous sub-sequences is lost when identifying anomalies.
Orca [19] is a technique that uses scalable k-nearest neighbor approach to detect anomalies in data with continuous
and discrete features. Since each data point is a sample in time and treated as independent by the algorithm, Orca
struggles to detect anomalies with temporal signatures. Amidan and Ferryman [20] have utilized Singular Value
Decomposition (SVD) to identify instantaneous anomalies. They mapped the five seconds before and after each recorded
data point and fit a linear regression model to it. The coefficients of the regression model were then used to create a
mathematical signature for each recorded data point which was used to identify outliers. Mugtussidis [21] has used
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Bayesian classification to distinguish between typical data points, that are present in the majority of flights, and unusual
data points that can be only found in a few flights. Some of the methods rely on developing approximate models using
flight data and detecting those flight records which deviate greatly from this model as outliers. Melnyk et al. [22]
developed a vector auto regressive exogenous model to detect anomalies from flight data. Instantaneous anomalies are
detected as residuals from the model. However, this technique involves identifying a model for each flight in the database
and then calculating the residuals with respect to every other flight. Li et al. [23] developed ClusterAD-Data Sample,
which is a technique leveraging a mixture of Gaussian models to identify probability of a sample being anomalous
during take off, approach, and landing. This method also treats each data sample independently and uses additional
context to identify whether a particular gaussian component is appropriate at a given time.
Various techniques for identifying instantaneous anomalies in time-series have been explored previously. Majority
of these techniques focus on univariate time-series data by moving a sliding window through the time-series. For
example, Keogh et al. [24] have used a sliding window based technique along with Symbolic Aggregate ApproXimation
(SAX) representation of time series to identify unusual sub-sequences. SAX discretizes the continuous data stream into
a word by using average values of the parameter in a given window. One of the important assumptions in some of these
applications is that the time series are stationary i.e. their mean value does not change over time. This is not necessarily
true for most parameters in flight data. In some applications where multivariate time series are considered, they are first
converted into a univariate time series. For example Chandola [16] uses the technique of subspace monitoring to find
the distance between successive windows (sub-spaces) using the principal angles of each subspace. Once this has been
done, the multivariate time series is converted into a univariate series and a number of techniques are used. While the
temporal aspect of anomalies is preserved in these techniques, data in each time series is compared only to the data from
the same time series. This approach can result in loss of potential insights that can be gained from all other samples in
the data set.
Outside of the aviation safety domain, a variety of anomaly detection techniques have been implemented in other
domains. It has been used to generate anomaly detection algorithms from surveillance data for terminal airspace
operations [25], Khalastchi et al. [26] have demonstrated online data-driven anomaly detection in autonomous robots
using a sliding window with the Mahalanobis distance measure. Vespe et al. [27] have used unsupervised learning to
understand maritime traffic representation and thereby understand anomalies as low-likelihood behaviors. Chakravarty
et al. [28] have demonstrated anomaly detection and tracking in patrolling robots. In the driverless car domain work has
been done on intrusion detection and cybersecurity and safety [29, 30], sensor anomaly detection and identification [31],
abnormal vehicle event detection [32], etc. This paper aims to leverage the advances from these different domains in
anomaly detection to apply to the problem of instantaneous anomaly detection in GA using energy-based metrics.
The work reported in this paper builds upon various previous efforts by the authors and collaborators. The genesis
of this work was in the identification and survey of energy-based metrics for safety analysis in GA operations which
has been laid out in Puranik et al. [33, 34]. For scenarios when an accurate estimation of the aircraft’s performance
(such as Thrust and Drag) is unavailable, it needs to be estimated using empirical models such as those developed by
Harrison et al. [35] and Min et al. [36]. In order to accurately estimate some of the metrics surveyed for phases of
flight such as approach, a reference or standard profile was required. While such reference profiles are common in
commercial aviation operations, in GA no such profiles are readily available. Therefore, work outlined in Puranik et
al. [37] used data-driven methods to define reference or standard profiles. Building upon this core work, techniques for
detecting anomalies among thousands of flights obtained from heterogeneous GA operations were explored. Flight-level
anomalies were examined in detail in Puranik et al. (using clustering) [38] and Puranik et al. (using a combination
of clustering and one-class support vector machines) [39]. A comparative analysis of flight-level and instantaneous
anomalies has been performed in previous work [40]. In addition to these quantitative techniques from flight data
recorder data, work was also performed to understand qualitatively the nature of unstabilized approach in GA using
accident data from the NTSB in Rao et al. [41]. The work reported in this paper builds upon the previous work by
providing a detailed treatment of instantaneous anomalies using the identified energy-based metrics and raw flight data
for multiple phases of flight as well as a comparison with exceedance detection approaches.
B. Gaps and Research Objective
There are various challenges in GA operations that preclude the use of some of the existing techniques in literature.
First, the fleet of aircraft operated within GA is heterogeneous and even within the specific category of aircraft considered,
the gross weight, rated engine power, and other aspects of the aircraft can vary considerably. In addition, some aircraft
are possibly limited in terms of parameters recorded by their digital flight data recorders (if they have one installed) [40].
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Therefore, metrics used in anomaly detection algorithms need to be those that correspond to safety margins and
safe operations in GA and can be readily estimated from available recorded data. Therefore, using recorded flight
data with quantitative aircraft performance models (such as those developed in Puranik et al. [42]) is a key enabler
for safety analysis in GA. These models are used for evaluating a number of energy-based metrics, which provide a
measurable quantification of the energy state of the aircraft and can be viewed as an objective currency to evaluate
various safety-critical conditions across a large fleet of aircraft with minimal amount of recorded parameters [33, 34].
Energy metrics provide a unique combination of parsimony, generalizability, and relevance to safety that is appropriate
for this application. Finally, the types of missions flown in GA can be quite different and non-uniform. Therefore,
techniques that do not make assumptions about parameter variations in a phase of flight or are more broadly applicable
across different phases of flight are desired. In most aviation applications, machine learning methods have been
demonstrated on a fleet of similar aircraft (sometimes at the same airport). Therefore, it is unclear how well they
generalize for different aircraft operating at different airports. Additionally, most approaches in literature are pure
data-mining based in that they only utilize the recorded data and therefore do not use any additional domain expertise
(such as energy metrics).
In addition to the challenges specific to GA identified in the previous paragraph, there are certain limitations of
existing instantaneous anomaly detection techniques surveyed. In many approaches for identifying instantaneous
anomalies, each point is monitored as a standalone independent sample and therefore, the temporal aspect of anomalous
sub-sequences may be lost. Some approaches in natural language processing or machine translation such as recurrent
networks with memory factor or forgetting factor (like the Long Short-Term Memory - LSTM [43]) explicitly try to
account for temporal nature and context of incoming samples. However, these limitations are still observed in approaches
like exceedance detection, where parameter values exceeding certain static thresholds are flagged as exceedances without
necessarily considering their context. Moreover, in many anomaly detection applications, multivariate time series are
converted into a univariate series or a high dimensional vector thereby causing some information to be lost. In some
cases of monitoring, the time-series is only compared to reference thresholds or data from within the same time-series
thus losing out on potential insights that can be gained from other flights.
The methodology developed in this paper aims to address some of the limitations of existing techniques to identify
instantaneous anomalies and demonstrates one of the first applications in the GA domain. The following are identified
as the main objectives of this paper:
1) Demonstrate the automatic identification of instantaneous anomalies in GA operations without a-priori input
using energy-based metrics
2) Provide a continuous score – such as probability of being nominal – at every point in a flight record utilizing
temporal information and correlation between parameters that might available in the flight data
3) Provide a comparative assessment against exceedance detection techniques to highlight benefits and limitations
of developed method
III. Methodology
Unlike other applications of data mining or anomaly detection, aviation data is typically not labeled. There have been
recent efforts to use non-linear dynamics models in lieu of actual accident flights to generate a database of failure-labeled
trajectories in order to facilitate supervised learning [44]. However, in GA flight records, typically there is no knowledge
a-priori as to which flight records (if any) are actually anomalous. Therefore, the anomaly detection algorithm needs to
be semi-supervised or unsupervised. While an anomaly is a deviation from nominal or known behavior, the means of
identification and context may differ. In the methodology presented in this paper, instantaneous anomalies are those
instants that deviate from the nominal operations as identified by a clustering algorithm. The chief assumption in this
type of application is that majority of the data contains nominal operations which is a reasonable assumption in this case
because of the extremely low accident and incident rates per million flight hours in aviation (even GA) [1]. Noting these
requirements, the data obtained from GA flights is analyzed in a general anomaly detection pipeline shown in Figure 1.
Various components of this pipeline as utilized in this paper are described further.
A. Flight Data
In an anomaly detection problem it is important to understand the nature of the data captured (from flight data
recorder in this case) as it has an impact on the techniques that can be used to analyze the data. Digital Flight Data
Recorder (DFDR) data typically contains different channels that record discrete, continuous, and categorical data at a
specified frequency (e.g., once per one second interval). Therefore, in analysis, the data obtained is a multi-variate time
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Fig. 1 Pipeline for anomaly detection used in this work
series for flight records, which are typically of different duration. The number of parameters in this multi-variate time
series can be as low as 20 — 30 in GA operations to thousands in commercial operations [45, 46].
Fig. 2 Different categories of data availability in flight data recorders
The capabilities of flight data recorders can vary substantially; with GA typically lagging behind commercial aviation
due to constraints on cost [10]. Figure 2 sorts the flight data recording capabilities into different categories based on the
parameters from various systems that are typically recorded. The capabilities are sorted into four categories from one to
four, with decreasing number of recorded parameters and fidelity for higher-numbered categories. The parameters are
also divided into different types loosely based on systems in the aircraft. Note that this chart is intended to provide a
notional example of data recording capabilities -– specific recorders may provide more or less capability.
A brief description of the types of parameters in each system is provided here. Atmospheric data refers to data gathered
from pitot tubes, barometers, thermometers, etc. It includes airspeed, wind speeds, pressure altitude, atmospheric
temperature, etc. Attitude data refers to roll, pitch, yaw angles and their corresponding rates and accelerations. GPS
data contains the latitude, longitude, altitude, and related rates. Engine data contains RPM, Exhaust Gas Temperatures
(EGT), Cylinder Head Temperatures (CHT), oil temperature and pressure, fuel flow rates, fuel quantities, etc. Control
data contains the deflection of flaps, elevator, aileron, rudder, etc. Communication data includes details about the
communication status of the vehicle, such as the comm frequency. Finally, navigation data includes information on any
waypoint guidance or autopilot features. In the context of Figure 2, full availability indicates all parameters from a
particular system being available at a high fidelity, partial availability indicates that the some of the parameters of that
system might not be recorded or are recorded at a lower fidelity or sampling rate (for example: data is collected from
a personal electronic device (PED) as opposed to a Garmin G1000 glass cockpit). No availability indicates that the
parameters from that system are not recorded in any form.
In the development of any new methods of safety analysis for GA domain, the capabilities of flight data recording
devices is one of the most important limitations. The spectrum of possible parameters being recorded in GA is fairly
wide and heterogeneous. There has been recent research into investigating the use of low-cost personal electronic
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devices for data collection and analysis [47, 48]. While the typical GA aircraft lacks a sophisticated avionics system, the
use of PEDs such as tablet computers by GA pilots has become increasingly popular. These can provide access to the
Global Positioning System (GPS) data of the aircraft which includes latitude, longitude, and altitude data alongside
heading and ground speed. If in addition the pilot utilizes an external attitude and heading reference system (AHRS),
such as the commercially available Stratus [49], additional flight data can be collected by the PED. Similarly, at the
higher end of the spectrum are glass cockpit systems such as the Garmin G1000 [50] which are able to log many more
parameters accurately.
B. Pre-processing
Figure 2 in the previous subsection provided a general idea of the spectrum of possible parameters that can be
recorded but did not specifically indicate where GA aircraft typically lie. A brief survey of parameters recorded in GA
indicates that the actual parameters that can be recorded by typical GA flight data recorder is rarely at the sophistication
of category 1. Data recorded from GA operations considered in this work fall under categories 2,3,4. The higher end of
the GA spectrum such as G1000 can be considered category 2, whereas more common among GA airplanes would be
category 3 or 4 recording capability. It is also noted that some GA aircraft may lack any data recording capability. In
the present work data collected for the G1000 is used for developing the methodology, however, metrics that are more
widely usable are leveraged in order to make the method more generically applicable. Energy-based metrics are utilized
in this work as they provide a measurable quantification of the energy state of the aircraft and can be viewed as an
objective currency to evaluate various safety-critical conditions across a large fleet of aircraft with minimal amount of
recorded parameters. Table 4 in the appendix provides a brief summary of utilized energy metrics and the data required
for their computation.
The raw data obtained from flights is pre-processed to obtain data suitable for anomaly detection. Sensor noise that
may be present in the original data is smoothed using a moving average filter. Previous work [37] is leveraged on ideal
parameters to use for smoothing GA flight data. Typical methods for identification of instantaneous anomalies treat
each data sample independently. This results in the loss of temporal nature of data obtained from flight records. It
is of interest to capture the variation of key metrics before and after the time stamp under consideration. Therefore,
in this methodology sliding window techniques are used for pre-processing flight data. This technique has been used
previously on univariate time series in other domains [24, 51]. It involves sliding a window of a particular duration
across the length of the time series (see Figure 3 for notional example).
Fig. 3 Notional depiction of sliding window across a metric
For each time stamp, the data contained within the entire window is utilized rather than just the time stamp under
consideration. There are various factors that can affect the choice of length of the window such as total duration of
the time series, typical response time of the system, computational concerns etc. Due to all these factors, there is no
consensus in the literature as to the appropriate length of the window [51]. A small window size will result in inadequate
capture of temporal aspects and a large window size results in over-smoothing. The definition of how small an interval
of time qualifies as instantaneous is not always clear in literature. For example, there is a chance that gusty/turbulent
conditions can result in a lot of flags for instantaneous anomalies. An airplane caught in a thermal/downdraft/wind-shear,
etc. may exhibit rapid changes in airspeed or vertical speed. Instantaneous anomalies should be able to identify these
conditions while being insensitive to random (unavoidable) noise in sensor measurements. Incorporating the variability
of a metric in a window helps avoid some of these false flags due to noise in the data set. In this work, five seconds (two
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seconds before and after the current point except at the ends of the series) is used as the window length. This number is
obtained based on computational time typical response times of GA aircraft and sensor noise in GA data [52, 53]. An
important distinction between existing window-based techniques in other domains and the application in this paper is
that window-based anomaly detection typically tries to find anomalous windows in a time series based on the data in
that time series itself. On the other hand, the current method aims to also leverage the additional information available
from the rest of the data set.
C. Feature Generation
One of the most important steps in the anomaly detection framework is the generation of features for the algorithm.
Usually, these features are derived from the manipulation of the raw data collected. This can be as simple as using the
raw data directly, to calculating new metrics using a combination of the recorded data and external information. The
performance of the algorithm in identifying appropriate anomalies can depend heavily on the types of features used [16].
In previous work (Puranik et al. [33, 34]), it was demonstrated that energy-based metrics such as those quantifying the
energy state, rates of change of energy, and their margins and deviations are appropriate metrics that correspond to
safety margins and safe operations in GA and can be readily estimated from recorded data. Therefore, in the present
work, energy-based metrics are utilized as features for identification of instantaneous anomalies.
In a window-based techniques, data from each window is used to augment the flight data (or energy metrics)
recorded at time stamp. In order to obtain features of each window, the mean values of energy metrics along with their
variability within the window is calculated. This allows the temporal aspect of instantaneous anomalies to be captured
while detecting anomalies. Specifically, the range of the metric values (maximum value minus minimum value) within
the window is used as a measure of its variability. Thus, for example, for each time stamp in the flight data if there are k
energy metrics being used, then the feature vector for that window will contain 2 × k dimensions (the mean value of
each metric (m) and its variability(v) within the window). Equation 1 shows the feature vector for each time stamp
which is then subsequently used in anomaly detection.
f =
m
(1), v(1)︸   ︷︷   ︸
Metric 1
,m(2), v(2)︸   ︷︷   ︸
Metric 2
, . . . ,m(k), v(k)︸    ︷︷    ︸
Metric k
 (1)
Thus, a feature vector is generated by concatenating the mean values of each energy metric at that time stamp along
with its variability within the sliding window for each point in the time series and subsequently used for instantaneous
anomaly detection.
D. Anomaly Detection
The next step is to use the features generated for each point within an anomaly detection algorithm. It is noted
previously that most anomaly detection techniques for instantaneous anomalies did not deal with multivariate data
explicitly and converted it into univariate data prior to analysis. However, it is desired that algorithms deal with
multivariate data directly be used. Therefore, a Gaussian Mixture Model (GMM) is used for clustering and anomaly
detection. The GMM can cluster normal operations together and help identify anomalies along with their probability
based on the data set. One of the main advantages of using a GMM is that it operates directly on the multivariate series
and does not transform it into a univariate series. The other advantage is that GMM allows multiple standard operations
to simultaneously exist. This is very important for GA applications where heterogeneity in operations can cause false
positives in machine learning models. Additionally, since the Gaussian Mixture Model is able to cluster and provide a
probability score for each point which is a continuous function over the flight record, sudden gusts/noise will not be able
to perturb this measure as easily.
A GMM is a parametric probability density function represented as a weighted sum of Gaussian component densities.
Each component in the mixture is a type of standard observation or behavior of the system (example, one component for
each phase of flight). The number of components, k, in the GMM determines number of sub-populations or clusters.
The relation between features is captured in the form of a covariance matrix Σ. If each member of the population (in this









indicates each of the components of the mixture model which is a multivariate gaussian model and wi indicates the
weighing of the component. The trained GMM is completely defined by the three parameters (wi, µi, Σi) and k – the
number of components. The parameters of the GMM are typically obtained via an Expectation-Maximization (EM)
algorithm using the data set available [54]. This technique is utilized in the work presented in this paper. However, there
are a few other important decisions that need to be made regarding the nature of the model before the EM algorithm can
be used. These are the nature of covariance matrix (full or diagonal), whether parameters among gaussian components
are shared or not, and the number of components k. Due to the large computational cost of full covariance matrices,
diagonal covariance matrix is used and the parameters are not shared among different gaussian components. Similar
decisions have previously been used by Li et al. [23] on application in commercial operations. Finally, the number
of components can be set based on prior knowledge or it can be obtained using statistical metrics. Identifying the
appropriate number of components using sensitivity analysis can be accomplished using different internal clustering
criteria which use the distance between different points (usually Euclidean distance) to provide a measure of quality.
This measure is based on various factors like total dispersion, within-cluster similarity, and between-cluster dissimilarity.
With internal clustering criteria rugged topography might be more important in decision-making than the magnitude of
the criterion itself. The choice of which criterion to use is dependent on the nature of the data set available and its
properties. In the current work, different indices are explored and the one with the clearest landscape is chosen for
making the decision on the number of clusters. This criterion is the Calinski-Harabascz index (C-H index). C-H index
is most suitable for cases where clusters are more or less spherical and close to normally distributed.
The advantage of using GMM for clustering is that it can provide statistical inferences about the underlying
distributions. Therefore, once the required GMM has been trained using the existing data, it can be used to detect
outliers or anomalies among the flights. Using the values of the parameters obtained for the GMM (wi, µi, Σi) the
posterior probabilities of any component p for an observation x can then be calculated as:
p(x ∈ p) = g(x|µp, Σp) (4)
The estimated probability density function for each observation is then obtained as a sum over all components of the
component density at that observation times the component probability.
E. Post-processing
Using the estimated probability density function of each time stamp, a profile of the probability density over the
entire duration of the flight as shown in Figure 4 can then be constructed. Using appropriate thresholds for the probability
enables identification of anomalous sub-sequences or instantaneous anomalies.
Appropriate thresholds in this context refers to the trade-off between missed detection (high type II errors) and
excessive analyst workload. The recommendations on thresholds (such as the 0.05% or 0.1%) are obtained using the
available data and thus could be biased by the data available. In order to limit potential bias from the available data, it is
recommended that data be obtained from a variety of aircraft, airports, and operators. However, that may not always
be possible and is thus a limitation of the method. This threshold can thus be varied to obtain different numbers of
instantaneous anomalies. The safety analyst can then decide this threshold based on the trade-off between number of
anomalies and missed detection.
The type I errors or false positives get managed through the setting of the threshold for anomaly detection. Since
these thresholds are not arbitrarily selected by obtained by using values within the data itself (0.05 or 0.1 percentile),
they get managed at the source. Once instantaneous anomalies are identified, plots of variation of flight parameters and
energy metrics can be used to visualize and understand the reason for identification of this anomaly. This flexibility
enables the analyst to focus attention on a limited number of important anomalies as opposed to a large untenable data
set. The identified anomalies can also be compared against traditional exceedance events such as those defined in
Table 3 in the appendix.
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Fig. 4 Notional depiction of probability density at each point during a flight record and the detection threshold
for identifying instantaneous anomalies
IV. Results
In this section, approximately three thousand flight data records obtained from two different GA flight schools
collected during routine operations are utilized. The data are from two different types of aircraft (Cessna 172S and
Piper Archer) operated at multiple GA airports. There are multiple aircraft of each type (different tail numbers)
within the data-set. The data is processed as described earlier in the anomaly detection pipeline (Figure 1). While
instantaneous anomalies can be identified for all phases of flight, in this paper, the two most safety-critical phases of
flight are considered – take off and approach and landing. This section contains three parts: First, the selection of
model parameters using sensitivity analysis for this particular data set is obtained. Next, specific examples of anomalies
obtained using the selected parameters in the two phases of flight are shown along with accompanying explanation and
possible causes. Finally a comparison of the developed anomaly detection method with traditional exceedance detection
techniques is presented highlighting its benefits and limitations.
A. Algorithm Parameter Selection
The first step in instantaneous anomaly detection is identifying the approximate number of components that will be
used in the Gaussian Mixture Model. As noted earlier, this number is typically obtained using sensitivity analysis based
on some information-theoretic indices and depends upon the data set that is used. Therefore, unless a given data set
contains all possible variations that can affect operations (weather, airport, aircraft type, number of passengers, etc.) this
step will have to be repeated for a new data set in order to confirm the ideal number of components. For this step, the
GMM is trained with steadily increasing number of components and the C-H index is measured for each trained model.
The model with components that gives the highest C-H index is the one displaying the best internal clustering structure
and is chosen for this application. This sensitivity analysis is performed for both the take-off and approach-and-landing
phases. The results obtained are shown in Figure 5.
Based on this sensitivity analysis, the number of components chosen for the GMM for both takeoff and approach-
and-landing cases is four as this number has the highest value of the C-H index. While each component of the GMM
typically represents a standard behavior of the system, an initial assessment of the four components in this paper did not
present any distinctive behavior. This is due to the way the feature vectors are set up. The mean and variance of each
Gaussian component and the mixing probabilities for the trained GMM with four components are then used in further
analysis. These parameters are then utilized to calculate the posterior probability density of being nominal at each point
in the appropriate phase of flight using equation 4. Once a posterior probability is obtained for each point, different
thresholds can be set of detecting instantaneous anomalies. Instantaneous anomalies are identified as those points for
which the probability density falls below a selected threshold. The detection threshold for anomalies can be varied
depending on the trade-off between type-I (false positive) and type-II (false negative) errors. Since the data is obtained
from routine operations, there is no ‘ground truth’ available to compare anomalies, however, it is expected that the
number of anomalies (if any) will be a small fraction of the total data as all the flights landed safely.
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(a) Take-off (b) Approach and Landing
Fig. 5 C-H index sensitivity with increasing number of components for different phases of flight
B. Instantaneous Anomaly Examples
The next two sub-sections demonstrate the probability plots, energy metric plots, and parameter variations for a few
instantaneous anomalies identified in the take-off and approach and landing phases in the data set. Plotting the variation
of energy metrics and parameters during the phase of flight can help understand what part of the flight contained the
instantaneous anomaly and compare how it performed relative to the entire data set. For post-processing the same style
of percentile plots is presented for the instantaneous probability density, energy metrics, and raw flight parameters. In
each figure, the dark grey bands represent 50th percentile of all flight records and the light grey bands represent the 95th
percentile of all flight records. The solid black line represents the specific flight data under consideration. Overlaying it
on the percentile bands enables comparative assessment of how a particular flight performed at each instant compared to
every other flight in the data set. The distance remaining to the displaced runway threshold displayed on the x-axis for
approach and landing and the time is displayed on the x-axis for take-off phase. For each phase a subset of interesting
energy metrics and parameters is visualized. Two detection thresholds are displayed in the probability plot for the
purpose of illustration and these correspond to 0.05% of all points and 0.1% of all points in that phase of flight. This
implies that when the instantaneous probability density falls below these thresholds, it is lower than the probability
values of most points in the data set and is therefore a very rare occurrence.
1. Approach and Landing: Flight with one instantaneous anomalous window
Figure 6 shows the variation of the probability density (on logarithmic scale) as a function of the distance remaining
to the runway threshold for the flight record containing the instantaneous anomaly. The higher the probability, the
more normal or nominal that point of the flight is compared to all other flights in a similar situation. The variation
of probability density indicates a flight with nominal variation for most parts of the flight other than a small window
when the distance remaining to the landing runway threshold is approximately two nautical miles. The anomaly is
identified under both detection thresholds mentioned earlier. Beyond the indicated region of anomaly, the flight data
record recovers its nominal behavior through to the end of the flight.
Figure 7 represents the variation of the energy metrics for the flight data record. The figure clearly indicates
fluctuations in several metrics during the instantaneous anomaly, notably, potential, kinetic energies, and the kinetic
energy rate. The profiles indicate a quick recovery to the nominal variations for these and other metrics after the
instantaneous anomalous window. The raw parameters for this flight data record are visualized in a similar manner in
Figure 8. It is evident that the RPM suddenly drops to well below its previous value and in order to maintain the altitude
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Fig. 6 Probability density at each point during approach and landing for a flight record with instantaneous
anomaly and the detection thresholds
profile, the aircraft is pitched up. Vertical speed also becomes greater than zero in this phase which is highly unusual for
approach and landing. The high kinetic energy and true airspeed all the way through to the end of approach indicate that
the flight landed very fast and may have been a landing with no usage of flaps. For this particular flight record, flap
position is recorded in the data set and this hypothesis is confirmed as the flap position remains zero throughout the
approach and landing. Upon examining the exceedances for this flight record, it is observed that of the fourteen points
in the instantaneous anomaly, there are two level-1 exceedances and nine level-2 exceedances. Therefore, it is worth
investigating the actual cause of this instantaneous anomaly.
It is worth noting that while there is a precipitous drop in the instantaneous probability, not all energy metrics or raw
parameters vary outside their nominal bounds in this region. In fact, the drop is caused by a specific combination of
energy metrics varying outside their nominal bounds over the period of the drop in probability density. This is due to
the fact that the method accounts for the multi-variate nature of the data while evaluating the probability score.
2. Take-off: Flight with one instantaneous anomalous window
Similar to the previous subsection, a flight with instantaneous anomalies in the take-off phase is examined here.
Figure 9 shows the variation of probability density at each point during the take-off phase for the flight record under
consideration. It is observed that the instantaneous anomaly occurs in the initial part of the take-off phase (approximately
40 seconds after take-off) where there is a large drop in probability density.
Exploring the variation of energy metrics during this flight in Figure 10 it is observed that during the anomalous
window, the potential and kinetic energy rates display fluctuations out of nominal bounds as does the potential flight
path angle. The potential energy rises faster than for nominal operations in the initial part which is being sought to be
corrected during which the instantaneous anomaly occurs. The variation of raw flight parameters shown in Figure 11
presents a similar picture. The altitude near the instantaneous anomaly is leveled off by rapid reduction in pitch attitude
to gain airspeed but it results in a negative vertical speed during the take-off phase which is considered highly anomalous
by the clustering algorithm.
Similar to the approach and landing case, only a subset of energy metrics and parameters vary outside the nominal
bounds despite the drop in probability density indicating that the multi-variate nature of the clustering is at work.
Furthermore, the abnormal variations during the anomalous window are more apparent because the algorithm uses data
from all other flights in the same situations. As will be elaborated in later sections, using exceedance detection results in
a large number of false positives due to heuristic definitions.
3. Observations
The instantaneous probability density provides a single metric to be monitored that takes into account multiple
parameters, features, and their correlations as well as data from all flights in the data set. Thus, it reduces the need to
monitor several parameters at the same time which can be cumbersome. The points in the flights with lower probability
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Fig. 7 Variation of energymetrics during approach and landing for a flight recordwith instantaneous anomalies
densities are always associated with abnormal parameter and energy state variations which can be direct precursors to
accidents [55]. The flexibility of the detection threshold provides the much-needed control between type-I and type-II
errors in detection.
While clear deviations are visible for both the raw parameters and the energy-based metrics in the identified
anomalies, only the energy-based metrics as opposed to the full parameter set have been used for anomaly detection.
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Fig. 8 Variation of flight parameters during approach and landing for a flight record with instantaneous
anomalies
Thus, the method illustrates identification of the instantaneous anomalies in both phases of flight using a parsimonious
set of energy-based metrics. Therefore, if energy-based metrics are used instead of raw parameters, the method can be
applied more widely; even for aircraft that do not have a sophisticated data acquisition system. The minimum set of
parameters thus required for the energy-based metric implementation in this paper is outlined in the appendix (Table 5).
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Fig. 9 Probability density at each point during take-off for a flight record with instantaneous anomaly and the
detection thresholds
This set corresponds to the metrics from Table 4 that can be estimated using flight data and a performance model (last
column of table). In the event of performance models being unavailable, this can be scaled back to the energy-based
metrics obtained from pure flight data which only requires four parameters - altitude, true airspeed, vertical speed, and
flight path angle.
Comparison between the results of the approach and landing and take-off phases reveals that there is a higher
homogeneity in the initial phases of the take-off phase with high instantaneous probability densities compared to
approach and landing. One of the reasons for this is that the initial part of the take-off phase has much higher homogeneity
than any others in the data set. This is attributed to the fact that all take-off phases in the initial part are characterized by
high power, increasing speeds (and kinetic energy), altitude gain (positive potential energy rate), etc. These similar
conditions cause the cluster to be tightly knit and subsequent high probabilities. This is also evident in the absolute
values of the probability densities for the two phases of flight.
C. Comparison to Exceedance Detection
Exceedance detection is the most common method of analysis using FOQA data currently in existence. An
exceedance is the deviation of a single parameter beyond an established threshold. An event is defined by one or more
parameter exceedances that take place concurrently over a specified period of time. Exceedance detection is designed
to provide answers to questions that the domain experts have thought to ask. There can be a lack of traceability in
event definitions and a need to continuously fine-tune safety events. Moreover, events are defined in limited number of
dimensions, which usually correspond to the most critical parameter(s) and are not well established for improbable
conditions. Greater fleet heterogeneity and types of missions in GA can increase chances of missed detection or false
alerts without fine-tuning.
Table 1 Summary of exceedance events in approach and landing phases in the current data set
Total types of exceedances considered (From Table 3) 25
Proportion of Flights with at least one level-1 exceedance 92.5 %
Proportion of Flights with at least one level-2 exceedance 76.9 %
Average of number of level-1 exceedances per flight 11.55
Average of number of level-2 exceedances per flight 16.22
While this technique has these limitations, it is nevertheless of value to compare the flight data records with anomalies
against already defined exceedances or events. This can provide insight into the ability of anomaly detection using energy
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Fig. 10 Variation of energy metrics during take-off for a flight record with instantaneous anomaly
metrics to identify some generally accepted exceedance events. In the present section, comparison with exceedance
detection is only provided for approach and landing phase as take-off phase has fewer documented exceedances that can
be easily computed as noted in [56]. It is important to understand why exceedance detection is limited in its applicability
in addition to the reason than that event definitions might not be transferable between different aircraft. For that purpose,
all the flights in the data set are examined for exceedances as defined in Higgins et al. [56]. Each point in the flight
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Fig. 11 Variation of flight parameters during take-off for a flight record with instantaneous anomaly
data record is examined as a standalone point to identify any level-1 or level-2 exceedance events that are occurring.
The summary and some statistics for the total number of events for the approach and landing phase is presented in
Table 1. The main reason exceedances from [56] are used is that it is currently one of the few publicly available set of
exceedances in the GA domain.
As is evident from the table, a high number of flights from the current data set have at least one level-1 exceedance
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(≈ 92.5 %) or at one level-2 exceedance (≈ 76.9 %). This indicates that based on the exceedances defined in Table 3 a
high number of flights have at least one exceedance event. Despite the flight data being collected from routine operations
and training flights, a high number of flights returning with exceedance events is unexpected. The relationship between
instantaneous anomalies and exceedances can be explored using the data set. The average instantaneous anomaly
probability for different types of points in the entire data set is obtained as shown in Table 2. It is observed that the
average log probability of level-2 exceedance points (–51.08) is lower than level-1 exceedance points (–49.17), which is
further lower than points with no exceedances (–46.36).
Table 2 Average instantaneous probabilities for different types of points in flights
Type of Point Average Instantaneous Probability(logarithm)a
Points with no exceedance – 46.36
Points with level-1 exceedance – 49.17
Points with level-2 exceedance – 51.08
aMore negative value indicates more anomalous points
These results indicate that there is an overall negative correlation between the instantaneous probability score and
the exceedance level. Points with lower probability score have higher exceedance levels, whereas points with higher
probability score have lower exceedance levels. Those points with no exceedances typically have better instantaneous
anomaly score than those with either type of exceedances. However, this correlation is of limited use. Figure 12 shows
the distribution of instantaneous anomaly score for level-1 exceedance points, level-2 exceedance points, and those
points with no exceedances along with the median for each distribution. Despite the slight shift in the distribution for
exceedance points versus non-exceedance points, there is still a significant overlap between all three distributions. The
typical thresholds for different levels of instantaneous anomaly detection are also shown in Figure 12. This leads to the
following observation – a point with an exceedance may not necessarily be an instantaneous anomaly as seen from the
thresholds being on the extreme left of the figure.
However, upon examination of each point with an instantaneous anomaly at the two different thresholds, it is
observed that 100% of the instantaneous anomalous points at 0.05% anomaly threshold and 98% of the instantaneous
anomalous points at the 0.1% anomaly threshold contain at least one exceedance.†
The main appeal of the anomaly detection approach is its usability in a variety of situations, with different aircraft,
with multiple types of data recorders, etc. Anomaly detection is also aimed at providing a smaller, focused list of
flights/regions to examine rather than the large set of points that might be obtained from exceedance detection. Thus,
anomaly detection as it is undertaken in this paper is able to provide incisive insights into the instantaneous anomalous
behavior of flights and is more usable than the existing benchmark technique of exceedance detection.
V. Conclusion
In this paper, a novel method for identifying instantaneous anomalies in GA flight data is demonstrated. This method
utilized energy-based metrics as features in an anomaly detection framework. A sliding-window based pre-processing
technique is used to ensure temporal aspects of features are captured. A mixture of gaussian models is trained using the
available flight data for cluster analysis and outlier detection. Multivariate series are explicitly treated in the model and it
also allows for multiple standard operations which addresses some of the limitations of previous methods. The proposed
method is demonstrated on over three thousand flights collected from two representative single-engine naturally aspirated
GA aircraft operating at two different airports. Examples of an instantaneous anomalies identified by the methodology
in the take-off and approach and landing phase are presented along with instantaneous probability density plots and
possible causes. The use of energy-based metrics ensures that the methods developed are generically applicable across
†It is noted that, for some of the flight records, it is not possible to evaluate the exceedance events as they did not have all the required parameters
recorded. Therefore, in Figure 12, only those flight records for which it is possible to calculate exceedance events (approximately 70% of the total
three thousand flights) are included.
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Fig. 12 Distribution of probabilities of level-1, level-2, and no-exceedance points
multiple aircraft with varying flight data recording capabilities. Finally, a comparison of anomaly detection with existing
technique of exceedance detection is performed to highlight the advantage of the data-driven approach.
The main advantage of using these methods is that the expert review process is cut down due to the specific
anomalous windows identified. The method demonstrates a uniform process for all phases of flight rather than different
event definitions for each phase and aircraft. The instantaneous probability density provides a single metric to be
monitored that takes into account multiple parameters, features, and their correlations as well as data from all flights in
the data set. Thus, it reduces the need to monitor several parameters at the same time which can be cumbersome. It is
acknowledged that while the identified anomalies exhibit deviations from nominal operations in multiple metrics, their
relative significance from a safety standpoint would still subject matter expert review. The comparison of this type of
traditional machine learning technique against modern deep learning techniques is a potential avenue of future work.
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Appendix
A. List of Exceedance Events
Table 3 Sample exceedances set during approach and landing for a Cessna 172 aircraft (Higgins et al. [56])
No Event Level 1 Level 2
1 VNE (Never Exceed Velocity) 158 knots 163 knots
2 Vertical g Load 3.0 3.8
3 Vertical g Load - Min -1.0 -1.52
4 Oil Temperature - Max – 245 F
5 Oil Pressure - Min – 20 psi
6 Oil Pressure - Max – 115 psi
7 RPM - Max 2700 RPM ormore for ≥ 1s
2700 RPM or
more for > 5s
8 Cylinder Head Temperature - Max 500 F
9 Fuel Quantity - Min 8 gal. 5 gal.
10 Bank Angle 60◦ ≥ 65◦
11 Pitch Attitude (positive) 30◦ ≥ 35◦
12 Pitch Attitude (negative) -30◦ ≤ -35◦
13 Vertical Speed Magnitude Below 1000 AGL ≥ 800 fpm ≥ 1000 fpm
14 Airspeed at or below 200 feet AGL High Speed Full Flaps 66 knots for 2s 71 knots for 2s
15 Airspeed at or below 200 feet AGL High Speed Zero Flaps 75 knots for 2s 80 knots for 2s
16 Airspeed at or below 200 feet AGL Low Speed Full Flaps 60 knots for 2s. ≤56 knots for 1s
17 Airspeed at or below 200 feet AGL Low Speed Zero Flaps 69 knots for 2s ≤65 knots for 2s
18 Extended Centerline deviation at 200 feet AGL 2◦ 3◦
19 Glide angle High (Too steep) at 200 feet AGL 4◦ 5◦
20 Glide angle Low (Too shallow) at 200 feet AGL 2◦ 1◦
21 Bank Angle at or below 200 feet AGL 20◦ 25◦
22 Pitch Attitude at Touchdown (High) 10.5◦ 12◦
23 Pitch Attitude at Touchdown (Low) 3◦ 1◦
24 Airspeed at Touchdown (High - Full Flap) 55 knots 60 knots
25 Airspeed at Touchdown (High - No Flap) 63 knots 68 knots
During comparison of exceedance detection with instantaneous anomalies, it is noted that parameters used in all
the exceedances from Table 3 might not be available to the anomaly detection algorithm. However, it is expected that
violating those exceedance thresholds should still be observable and detectable by the instantaneous anomaly detection.
Similarly, data to measure engine management-related exceedances (4, 5, 6, 8, 9) may not be available for all GA flight
recorders and these exceedances may not necessarily overlap with instantaneous anomalies completely (unless very
serious engine issues). However, since the aim of the method is not necessarily replacing the exceedances but adding a
new dimension to the safety analysis, it is valuable to understand where the techniques do not overlap.
The exceedances listed here are used in this work for both the Cessna 172 and Piper Archer as the authors did not
have access to any other published references for Piper Archer exceedances. This is one of the limitations of using
exceedances versus anomaly detection as exceedances can vary from one aircraft to another or vary for the same aircraft
among different operators.
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B. Summary of Utilized Energy Metrics
Table 4 Summary of implemented energy metrics and data required for computation








Specific Total Energy (STE) h + V2/2g X X X
Specific Potential Energy (SPE) h X X X
Specific Kinetic Energy (SKE) V2/2g X X X
Specific Total Energy Rate (STER) Ûh + V ÛV/g = (T − D)V/W X X X
Specific Potential Energy Rate (SPER) Ûh = V sin γ X X X
Specific Kinetic Energy Rate (SKER) V ÛV/g X X X
Potential Flight Path Angle (PFPA) γ + ÛV/g X X X
Energy Rate Distribution (ERD) sign( SKERSPER ) × exp(−|
SKER
SPER |) X X X
Specific Total Energy Error (STEE) hact − hre f + (V2act − V2re f )/2g 7 X 7
Specific Potential Energy Error (SPEE) hact − hre f 7 X 7
Specific Kinetic Energy Error (SKEE) (V2act − V2re f )/2g 7 X 7
Normalized Specific Energy Error (NSEE) ((STE)act − (STE)re f )/(STE)tol 7 X 7
Specific Total Energy Error Rate (STEER) sign(STEE) × δ(STEE)/δt 7 X 7
Inverse Energy Rate Efficiency (IERE) Vact (T − D)/VredW(γre f + ÛVre f /g) 7 X 7
Max. Potential Flight Path Angle (PFPAmax) Tmax − D/W 7 7 X
Min. Potential Flight Path Angle (PFPAmin) Tidle − D/W 7 7 X
Thrust Margin (TM) 1 − T/Tmax 7 7 X
Energy Rate Margin (ERM) (W(γa + ÛVa/g))/(Tmax − D) 7 7 X
Energy Rate Demand (ERD) W(γc + ÛVc/g)/(Tidle − D) 7 7 X
The energy metrics defined in the table typically involve using the true airspeed rather than ground speed so as
to ensure that the entire kinetic energy rate gets captured. Additionally, all GA aircraft may not have reliable GPS
recording capability required to compute ground speed.
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C. Minimum Set of Parameters Required for Method
The following table summarizes the minimum set of parameters required for the instantaneous anomaly detection
method outlined in this paper.
Table 5 Summary of parameters required for instantaneous anomaly detection method and typical data
recording capability of high-end GA flight data recorders
No Parameter Typical high-end GA FDR Energy-based Metric Features
1 Altitude X X
2 True Airspeed X X
3 Indicated Speed X X
4 Vertical Airspeed X X
5 Pitch X X
6 Flight Path Angle X X
7 Angle of Attack X X
8 Outside Air Temperature X X
9 Exhaust Gas Temp. X X
10 RPM X X
11 Fuel Flow Rate X X
12 Latitude X
13 Longitude X
14 Altitude (GPS) X
15 Ground speed X
16 Roll X
17 Lateral Acceleration X
18 Normal Acceleration X
19 Heading X
20 Track X
21 Fuel Quantity (Left) X
22 Fuel Quantity (Right) X
23 Oil Temperature X
24 Oil Pressure X
25 Cylinder Head Temp. X
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